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EXERCISE 2 

WISH & HOPE

Choose the correct form of the verb

Kate hopes that she ____________ (receive) a bicycle as a present
this Christmas.

1.

Thanks for coming to my party last night. I hope that you
_____________(have) a good time.

2.

My neighbour’s dog barks all night. I wish the dog _______________
(not/bark) so much. I wish my neighbour __________ (have) a pet
fish instead.

3.

I have to get up early for my job. I wish I ______________ (not/have
to) get up so early.

4.

I painted my room red, but it looks terrible. I wish I _____________
(not/paint) it that colour.

5.

Fill in the gaps with either wish or hope in the correct form. 

This year, I made a list of things I really want to achieve. First, I _______
(1) to learn how to bake. My mother is an excellent baker, and I always
admired her skill. On my birthday, she gave me a cookbook, and I just
_______ (2) I had more time to try all the recipes!

My friend Robert, on the other hand, has different dreams. He ________
(3) that he will finally master the guitar. He watches famous musicians
online and always says, "I _______ (4) I could play like that!" I just tell him
that with practice, he might just get there.

Looking ahead, I _______ (5) this year will be full of opportunities and
adventures. I have planned a trip to Spain, and I _______ (6) I'll be able to
communicate in Spanish by then. I've been taking classes and have
been practicing every day.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZNLYEBRySA&list=PLYCXLjOiLD_BZH7Eza4Q6DHDSOg2jmUrG
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vZNLYEBRySA&list=PLYCXLjOiLD_BZH7Eza4Q6DHDSOg2jmUrG


ANSWERS:
Exercise 1
1. receives / will receive  2. had. 3. wouldn’t / didn’t... had   4. didn’t have to  
5. hadn’t painted

Exercise2 
1. hope  2. wish  3. hopes. 4. wish. 5.hope. 6.hope

Exercise 3 
1. wishes / had. 2. wishes / had not bought.  3. wish / would not do  4. hopes /
finishes (or will finish).  5. wishes / had not said. 6. hope / do not forget (or won’t
forget).

EXERCISE 3 

Choose between wish and hope and the correct form of the verb.
In some answers, modal verbs are needed.

Julie doesn't have a dog, but she really wants one. In other words:
Julie _______ (wish/hope) she _______ (have) dog.

1.

My cousin bought a new TV but when he took it home, it wasn’t
working. Now he regrets buying it. In other words: He _______
(wish/hope) he _______ (not/buy) it.

2.

My friends sometimes look at their mobile phones while we are
having lunch.  I _______ (wish/hope) they _______ (not/do) that. It's
rude.

3.

Jo has a big project to finish today. She _______ (wish/hope) that
she _______ (finish) it on time. 

4.

Yesterday, John said something rude to a customer. His boss got
angry at him. John _______ (wish/hope) that he _______ (not/say)
that.

5.

I have an important meeting tomorrow. I _______ (hope/wish) that I
_______ (not/forget) everything I plan to say.

6.


